Allies Across the Border

North American workers find their jobs more pressured and precarious but turn on the
television and find pundits praising the glories of the global economy. Their counterparts south
of the Rio Grande find themselves forced into the arms of global corporations that barely pay
them their daily bread for work in dangerous plants that refuse to observe minimal safety or
environmental standards. No wonder inequality is increasing in both countries. Although
North Americans are told that Mexicans are stealing their jobs, workers can find allies across
the border.Like the U.S. labor organizers in the early part of the 20th century who created the
C.I.O. in response to A.F.L. corruption, Mexicos F.A.T. (Frente Autentico del Trabajo or
Authentic Workers Front) is building a historic movement to create an alternative to Mexicos
notoriously co-opted labor unions and collusion with government international capital. Allies
Across the Border, the first book on F.A.T., analyzes this important group in the context of the
globalization of capital and the necessary globalization of labor struggle. Dale Hathaway
shows how F.A.T.s dedication to worker education and self-management, union independence,
and community development are key, not only in Mexico, but worldwide.Allies Across the
Border includes detailed descriptions of F.A.T.s growth from its liberation theology origins,
through the Workers Uprising and student movements of the late 60s, Mexicos debt crisis of
the 70s and 80s, and F.A.T.s work with womens groups, peasants, and consumer co-ops in the
90s. Hathaways Allies Across the Border shows how F.A.T.s dedication to workers dignity
offers lessons for North American workers who are fighting to keep corporations from pushing
for greater exploitation of workers and environment in their home countries and
worldwide.Dale Hathaway is Associate Professor of Political Science at Butler University in
Indianapolis.
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Global outcry from US allies grows against Trump border policy welcome him next month on
his first visit to the United Kingdom as president. ABC News traveled along the mile border
between China and North Korea.
Canadaâ€“United States relations refers to the bilateral relations between Canada and the The
War of saw invasions across the border. . on American colonial militia units, while the French
heavily relied on their First Nation allies. Far greater numbers of Russian troops are stationed
just across the border, but the multinational makeup of NATO's deployment is designed as. To
better understand cross-border alliances and what it takes to make them work, we examined
the . The alliance had distinct advantages over an acquisition. At what moment in time does
government policing of cross-border charitable activities leave the realm of the than as
supportive allies. This article seeks to. On Tuesday, Turkey said it has killed at least Syrian
Kurdish to the YPG could be transferred across Syria's border to the PKK and end up.
KIRKENES, NORWAY â€” One tree-lined kilometer back from NATO's northernmost border
with Russia, a Norwegian sergeant sorts through his. Working together on cyber issues
includes military cooperation with allies as well as working together to strengthen civilian
cyber defenses to make hacking.
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